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of Ulcha,	with	the	specific	Orok	deaffrication/depalatalization	development	*c > t 
(and	*j > d)	(Benzing	1956:	35–36).	Although	the	opposite	has	been	occasionally	
maintained,	it	may	be	taken	for	certain	that	there	can	be	no	etymological	con-







noted that the ethnonym Ulcha (~ Olcha)	is	not	used	as	an	endonym	by	the	Ulcha,	
who	use	instead	the	name	naani,	a	cognate	of	the	ethnonym	Nanai	(naa+nai	‘local	
people’).	In	earlier	Russian	literature	the	Ulcha	have	also	been	known	by	the	name	







but	it	has	to	be	concluded	that	the	ethnonym	Ulcha has historically been known 
also	on	the	continent.	Leaving	this	problem	aside,	the	following	discussion	will	
focus	on	the	origins	of	the	ethonym	Orok. 
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as a derivative from oron ‘reindeer’.	The	final	(-)n in oron	is,	of	course,	a	second-
ary	element,	which	can	be	absent	before	other	suffixes.	It	is,	in	fact,	absent	in	the	




oronco (CMED	299	s.v.	oronco i nyalma	‘reindeer	herder’)	~	oroncon,	which	
yields the alternative form Oronchon (~ Oronchun),	Chinese	elunchun (鄂 論 春).	
The	only	derivative	that	could	possibly	be	compared	with	the	ethnonym	Orok 
would	be	the	Nanai	possessive	nominal	oron-ku	‘one	who	has	reindeer’	(NaRS	315	
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Even	more	importantly,	the	connection	of	the	ethnonyms	Oroch (Orochi) 
and Orochen ~ Oronchon with oron	‘reindeer’	is	not	quite	as	certain	as	it	might	
seem.	The	Oroch,	Russian	óroch	(plural	órochi),	whose	language	is	closely	related	
to	Udeghe,	call	themselves,	like	the	Ulcha,	by	the	name	naani	and	do	not	keep	













(Orochi) and Orochen ~ Oronchon	are	actually	not	based	on	oron	‘reindeer’	at	all,	
but,	rather,	on	other,	homonymous,	words.	Possible	bases	could	have	been	offered	
by oron ~ xoron ‘top	of	the	head’	=	‘mountain	top’	(SSTM	2:	334	s.v.	horon) and 
oron ~ oro	‘vacancy,	place’	(SSTM	2:	19	s.v.	onno,	CMED	299	s.v.	oron),	both	of	
which	have	connections	also	in	Mongolic	(Doerfer	1985:	39	no.	85,	116	no.	399,	
cf.	also	EEW	668–670	s.vv.	oro,	ǒrǒ,	oroč’én,	oróčen,	oron).2 At least from the 
Birarchen	dialect	of	Ewenki	(Orochen),	the	form	oro-ci has been recorded in 
the	meaning	‘(local)	resident’	(Shirokogoroff	1933:	54–56).	It	has	to	be	concluded	
that	there	is	no	unambiguous	evidence	on	that	the	ethnonyms	Orok and Oroch 
(Orochi)	would	be	based	on	oron	‘reindeer’,	or	that	either	of	them	would	neces-
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Orok vs. Orngarh, Orakat, Uryangkhai
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The formal variation of Uryangkhai (~ Uriangkhai ~ Uriyangkhai) concerns 
two	details.	On	the	one	hand,	the	initial	part	of	the	ethnonym	occurs	either	with	
or	without	the	medial	palatal	element	(*)-i/y-,	i.e.,	either	as	(*)uryang- (~ uriang- ~ 
uriyang-) or as (*)urang-.	The	former	variant	is	present	in	Mongolian	uriyangkai 
(MED	883	s.v.	urijangxai) and Chinese wuliangha (兀 良 哈) ~ wulianghai (烏 梁 海),	
while	the	latter	is	present	in	Ewenki	urangkai	(SSTM	2:	283	s.v.	urankaj)	and	Korean	
*urangkai > orangkae.	On	the	other	hand,	the	final	part	of	the	ethnonym	occurs	
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with the variants -ka ~ -ka-i ~ ka-n	:	plural	-ka-d	:		“ethnicon”	-kadai,	all	of	which	
are	attested	in	Middle	Mongol	(Rybatzki	2006:	155–156	s.v.	uriang qadai,	cf.	also	
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(Alonso	de	la	Fuente	2012:	4	note	8).	Even	so,	the	term	orakata seems to have been 
adopted	by	the	Ainu	only	after	their	arrival	on	Sakhalin.	
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